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The magnetic hyperfine (MHF) fields B for 'I9Sn impurity atoms, replacing zinc atoms in the 
intermetallic compounds RZn ( R  = Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho), were measured by the method of 
Mossbauer spectroscopy. These fields and the MHF fields for '19Sn atoms in rare-earth (RE)  
metals from gadolinium to holmium (Refs. 5-8) can be represented by linear superposition of the 
spin projection S, and orbital angular momentum L, of the RE ion: B = as, + bL,. For 'I9Sn 
atoms in RE metals and the intermetallides RZn and RAl, it was found that b / a  =. - 0.1. The 
ratios of the strengths of the MHF fields for 'I9Sn atoms in RE metals from gadolinium to 
holmium and their intermetallides RA1, (Ref. 3) and RZn, B(R):B(RAl,):B(RZn), do not 
depend on the specific RE element to within - 10%. This means that with the same accuracy the 
radial dependence of the partial contributions of gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, holmium, 
and probably samarium ions to the MHF fields for 'I9Sn atoms are identical. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to construct models of the magnetic hyperfine 
(MHF) interaction for nonmagnetic atoms in intermetal- 
lides of rare-earth (RE) elements it is necessary to know 
how this interaction depends on different parameters of the 
matrix. The radial dependence of the partial contribution of 
gadolinium ions to the MHF field B for impurity tin atoms 
was investigated in Ref. 1 and 2. For this, the MHF fields 
were measured in compounds in which only the gadolinium 
ions have magnetic moments. It was conjectured that only 
this dependence is responsible for the variation in the field 
from oce compound to another and that the field B is deter- 
mined by gadolinium ions in the nearest-neighbor environ- 
ment of the tin atom, i.e., according to existing experimental 
data (for example, Refs. 1-4) it is local. If rare-earth ions of 
the same type are present in the nearest-neighbor environ- 
ment of the nonmagnetic atom and they are all located at the 
same distance from the nonmagnetic atom, then the partial 
contribution p ( r )  of each RE ion to the MHF field is given 
simply by the ratio of the strength of this field to the number 
n of the nearest RE ions, i.e., p ( r )  = B /n. The range of dis- 
tances between tin atoms, which replace the nonmagnetic 
atoms of the compounds, and their nearest-neighbor gado- 
linium ions was essentially the maximum possible range. 
The distance ranged from 0.360 nm in metallic gadolinium 
to 0.3 12 nm in GdZn. 

The MHF fields for tin in heavy RE metals from gado- 
linium to holmium are k n ~ w n . ~ - ~  They have also been mea- 
sured in RA1,  compound^.^ The distances between a tin 
atom and the RE ion closest to it are close to t he maximum 
and minimum distances, respectively, in RE metals and RZn 
intermetallides and fall near the midpoint of their possible 
range in RAl, compounds. For this reason, measurements of 
MHF fields in RZn ferromagnets could allow the radial de- 
pendences of the partial contributions of RE ions to the field 
to be compared for tin atoms. 

Another aim of the present work is to evaluate the spin 
and orbital contributions of the RE ions to the MHF field for 
impurity tin atoms in RZn intermetallides and to compare 
these contributions to the corresponding contributions to 
MHF fields for zinc atoms in the same compounds." 

In Ref. 3 it was established that the field B for impurity 
tin atoms in RAl, collinear ferromagnets with heavy and 
light RE elements varies, respectively, more rapidly and 
more slowly than linearly as a function of the spin projection 
S, of the RE ion, where B = a,S,. Here a, = B( GdAl,)/ 
7/2, the ratio of the field in GdA1, to the spin projection of a 
free gadolinium ion 7/2. (The orbital angular momentum of 
this ion is equal to zero.) The deviations of the experimental 
values of the fields from this dependence were interpreted as 
being the result of the orbital contribution, taking into ac- 
count different schemes for adding spin and the orbital angu- 
lar momentum of light and heavy RE ions. The following 
expression was proposed for describing the MHF fields: 

Here L, is the projection of the orbital angular momentum 
of the RE ion, and a and b are constants, determined by 
fitting Eq. ( 1 ) to the experimental data. 

All RZn intermetallides have a cubic structure of the 
CsCl form. These compounds with gadolinium and heavy 
RE elements are ferromagnets, and the compound with a 
samarium is an an t i f e r r~ma~ne t .~ , ' ~  It was established by 
means of neutron diffraction that TbZn has a collinear mag- 
netic structure. ' '  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND BASIC RESULTS 

The RZn compounds were prepared by a well-known 
m e t h ~ d . ~  The corresponding amounts of the RE metal, zinc 
and ll9Sn, wrapped in molybdenum foil, were heated in a 
quartz ampul with argon up to 1150 "C for 1 h, after which 
the ampul was quickly immersed in water. The tin content in 
the samples was equal to - 1 at. %. The purity of the samar- 
ium was 99.596, and the purity of the other RE metals and 
zinc was at least 99.9%. X-ray structural analysis of the sam- 
ples showed that they all have a structure of the CsCl form. 
Only the SmZn samples had a small admixture of an uniden- 
tified phase. 

The Mossbauer absorption spectra were measured in 
the interval from 5 K up to magnetic-ordering temperatures 
on a constant-acceleration spectrometer with a CaSnO, res- 
onance detector. The source, in the form of CaSnO,, was at 
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FIG. 1. Mossbauer absorption spectrum for "'Sn impurity atoms in 
DyZn measured at 5 K. 

room temperature. The samples were cooled in a contin- 
uous-flow helium cryostat. 

The Mossbauer spectra include one magnetic sextet. At 
low temperatures the component widths are equal to - 1 
mm/s, indicating that there is no significant spread in the 
hyperfine interaction parameters. The spectrum for tin in 
DyZn at 5 K is shown in Fig. 1. The spectra for tin in the 
other intermetallides studied had a similar form. For analy- 
sis the simple procedure of approximating the spectrum by a 
sum of Lorentzian lines was employed. The magnetic-order- 
ing temperatures were determined from the temperature de- 
pendences of the MHF fields. 

Our measurements with samples in an external longitu- 
dinal magnetic field up to 40 kOe at 4.2 K showed that the 
sign of the MHF field in TbZn is negative and they con- 
firmed the antiferromagnetic character of the ordering of the 
magnetic moments in SmZn. 

The basic experimental results are presented in Table I. 
The isomeric shifts for tin in the compounds RZn were mea- 
sured relative to CaSnO,, they do not depend on the RE 
element, and they are identical to the isomeric shifts for tin in 
the intermetallides of gadolinium'.* and RAl,., 

The temperature dependences of the MHF fields B are 
shown in Fig. 2. They differ from the corresponding Bril- 
louin functions. The temperature dependences B(T) in 
GdZn, DyZn, and HoZn are close to one another and lie 
below the Brillouin function for spin 7/2. The temperature 

dependence B( T) in GdZn is identical to that of the magnet- 
ization of this compound.9 

The Curie temperatures T, for DyZn and HoZn deter- 
mined from the Mossbauer measurements are only a few 
degrees lower than the values determined from magnetic 
measurements. For TbZn and GdZn the value of T, deter- 
mined from Mossbauer measurements is less than the known 
 value^^^'^ by 10 and 20 K, respectively. The temperature of 
magnetic ordering in SmZn, which we measured, is higher 
than the value obtained from magnetic measurements of the 
NCel temperature (see Table I ) .  The observed discrepancies 
in the magnetic-ordering temperatures could possibly reflect 
the differences in how they were measured. 

Comparing the MHF fields for tin atoms in RE metals 
from gadolinium to holmium5-' and their RZn intermetal- 
lides gives the field ratio B(RZn)/B(R) = 1.10+_ 0.10. 
(For the fields in dysprosium and holmium the larger of the 
two values was taken, namely, 185 and 128 kOe.'.') The 
same insensitivity to the specific RE element is characteris- 
tic for the field ratio in the RZn and RAI, intermetallides: 
B(RZn)/B(RAl,) = 1.22 + 0.12. 

The RAl, (Ref. 3) and TbZn (Ref. 11) intermetallides 
are collinear ferromagnets. At low temperatures heavy RE 
metals are also collinear ferromagnets or their magnetic 
structure is such that the magnetic moments of the RE ions 
in the nearest coordination sphere do not deviate much from 
the direction determined by their vector sum. l 2  For this rea- 
son, on the basis of the established fact that the ratios of the 
MHF field strengths for tin atoms in the RZn and RAl, 
compounds are constant, it can be conjectured that the inter- 
metallides GdZn, DyZn, and HoZn, and also TbZn, have a 
collinear magnetic structure or at least a local magnetic 
structure that does not deviate much from a collinear struc- 
ture. 

The MHF field in the antiferromagnet SmZn was found 
to be - 1.3 times stronger than in the collinear SmAl, ferro- 
magnet,".e., the ratio of the fields in these intermetallides is 
the same as in the ferromagnets RZn and RAl, with heavy 
RE elements, whose magnetic structure is collinear or is 
characterized by a small deviation from collinearity. Assum- 
ing that the MHF field is local, it is natural to explain the 
strength of the field in the anitferromagnet SmZn by the fact 
that the tin atoms are located in an environment of samar- 
ium ions, whose spins are close to one direction, which varies 
along the crystal lattice. 

TABLE I. Magnetic hyperfine B fields and isomeric shifts (IS) relative to CaSnO, for "Sn 
impurity atoms in RZn intermetallic compounds at 5 K as well as the magnetic-ordering tem- 
peratures T,, (Ntel temperature for SmZn and Curie temperature for other intermetallides). 

B, kOe IS, mm/s 
( f 0.05 mm/s) I Ti,  K (Ref. 10) I ( f l K )  

Note. The signs enclosed in parentheses are the proposed sign of the B field. 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the reduced magnetic hyperfine field 
B ( T ) / B ( O )  for ""Sn impurity atoms in the intermetallides SmZn (e). FIG. 3 .  - B / S ,  versus the ratio of the projections of the orbital angular 
DyZn ( O ) ,  HoZn (v), GdZn (H), and TbZn (+); T,, is the magnetic- momentum of the RE ion and its spin, L, /S , .  The magnetic hyperfine 
ordering temperature (Neel temperature for SmZn and Curie tempera- fields B for '"Sn impurity atoms in R E  metals (0) and their intermetal- 
ture for other intermetallides). lides RAI, ( + ) and RZn (0 )  as well as for zinc atoms in RZn ( X ). The 

dashed lines were constructed by the method of least squares. 

3. RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF THE PARTIAL CONTRIBUTION 
OF AN RE ION TO THE MHF FIELD FOR TIN ATOMS 

From the established fact that the ratios of the MHF 
fields in gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, holmium, and 
their intermetallides RAl, and RZn are the same it follows 
that the radial dependences of the partial contributions of 
the ions of three heavy RE elements and gadolinium to the 
MHF field for tin atoms are close to one another. The radial 
dependence of the partial contribution of the samarium ion 
to the MHF field for the same atoms is also close to them. 
This is indicated by the strengths of the fields in SmAlz (Ref. 
3 ) and SmZn and the strength of the field B = 150 + 20 kOe 
for tin atoms in hexagonal ferromagnetic layers of samar- 
ium. It is conjectured that the field is determined by the nine 
samarium ions closest to the tin atom with ordered moments 
in adjacent hexagonal planes, while the contribution of the 
three other nearest samarium ions in the plane with local 
cubic site symmetry is equal to zero. The field B in samarium 
was obtained by extrapolating its measured temperature de- 
pendence to T = 5 K. In the range of possible distances be- 
tween the nonmagnetic atom and the nearest RE ions, the 
partial contribution of the RE ions to the MHF field for tin 
atoms varies by a factor of - 1.7. The number of nearest RE 
neighbors decreases from 12 in RE metals to eight in the 
compounds RZn. 

4. SPIN AND ORBITAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MHF FIELD 

In order to give a graphic illustration of the spin and 
orbital contributions to the MHF fields, the experimental 
values of the MHF fields divided by the spin projection of the 
R E  ions, i.e., - B /S,,  are presented in Fig. 3 as a function of 
the ratio of the projections of the orbital angular momentum 
and the spin of the RE ion, L,/S, .  

The values of the MHF fields for zinc in the RZn inter- 
metallides (Ref. 4) and for tin in gadolinium and heavy RE 
metals (Refs. 5-8) as well as in the compound GdZn (Ref. 
2 )  are negative. The negative sign of the field for tin in TbZn 
follows from our measurements in an external magnetic 
field. The sign of the field for tin atoms in the other cases 

studied was not determined. In the discussion below it is 
assumed that in the RZn compounds with heavy RE ele- 
ments, just as in the RAl, intermetallides,' the B fields for tin 
atoms are negative. The sign of the MHF field for tin atoms 
in hexagonal ferromagnetic layers of metallic samarium and 
in the antiferromagnet SmZn is considered not relative to the 
total magnetization, but rather relative to the local magneti- 
zation of the nearest environment of tin atoms and is as- 
sumed to be positive. 

Light R E  metals have a complicated magnetic struc- 
ture, and for this reason the MHF fields for tin atoms, in- 
duced by light R E  ions with parallel magnetic moments, are 
unknown. However the results of our investigation of MHF 
fields in samarium" make it possible to evaluate the MHF 
field for a tin atom whose nearest-neighbor environment 
contains 12 samarium ions with parallel spins. The magni- 
tude B = 200 + 30 kOe of this field follows from the ex- 
trapolated value of the MHF field for tin atoms in hexagonal 
ferromagnetic layers of samarium, when the magnetic mo- 
ments of only 9 of the 12 nearest-neighbor samarium ions are 
aligned. 

Estimates obtained from the experimental data were 
taken as the values of the projections of the spins and orbital 
angular momenta of heavy R E  ions in RZn  compound^.'^ 
The ratios of the estimated values of S, and L, are equal to 
their ratio for free ions. However, the difference of the esti- 
mated quantities S, and L, themselves from their values for 
free ions increases from TbZn to ErZn. In the first interme- 
tallide the estimated values are equal to 97% of the values for 
the free ions and in the latter case the percentage is 76%. The 
extrapolated values, equal to 85% of the values for the free 
ion, were taken for the projections of the holmium ion in 
HoZn. The values for the free ion were taken for the spin and 
orbital angular momentum projections of the samarium ion 
in SmZn. 

No estimates are available for the spin and orbital angu- 
lar momentum projections of R E  ions in R E  metals, and the 
experimental values of their magnetic moments, as is well 
known, are several percent greater than the corresponding 
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TABLE 11. Coefficients in the relation (2 )  for the MHF field for impurity tin atoms in RE metals 
and their intermetallides RZn and RAl, as well as for zinc atoms in the RZn intermetallides. 

Matrix Nonmagnetic 1 atom koelspin kOe/orbital angular 
I l m e n  t um 

values for the free ions. For this reason, the free-ion values of 
the projections were employed for ions in RE metals. 

If the strength of the MHF field were proportional only 
to the projection of the spin of a RE ion, then the ratio B /S ,  
would not depend on the type of ion, i.e., the values of L, /S ,  
for it. Meanwhile, the values of the ratio - B / S ,  for com- 
pounds with light and heavy RE metals (see Fig. 3 )  are 
greater and less, respectively, than in the analogous com- 
pound of gadolinium, whose ion has a zero orbital angular 
momentum. The schemes for adding the spin and orbital 
angular momentum of light and heavy RE ions in the ground 
states are different. These moments are parallel in heavy ions 
and antiparallel in light ions. From the data presented in Fig. 
3 it is evident that the sign of the orbital contribution to the 
MHF field (bL, ) is opposite to that of the spin contribution 
( a s ,  ) . The experimental data show clearly that for fields in 
compounds with light RE elements the spin and orbital con- 
tributions are added, while in intermetallides with heavy ele- 
ments spin and orbital contributions subtracted. The sign of 
the MHF field B is opposite to that of the projection of the 
spin S, of the RE ion, i.e., the field and spin are antiparallel. 

It is obvious that the experimental data in Fig. 3 corre- 
spond quite well to the linear dependence of the field B on the 
spin and orbital angular momentum projections. For this 
reason we employ the relation ( 1 ) to compare the spin and 
orbital contributions to the MHF field for tin and zinc atoms 
in RZn compounds and for tin atoms in RE metals. The 
least-squares values of the coefficients a  and b are presented 
in Table 11. 

The coefficient a  is proportional to the strength of the 
field B in gadolinium and its intermetallides and its values 
reflect the changes in these fields. The ratios - b /a ,  of the 
coefficients, characterizing the ratio of the orbital and spin 
contributions, for fields at the tin nuclei in RE metals and 
their intermetallides are close and on the average equal to 
-0.09. Thus the existing experimental data indicate that the 
ratios b /a of the coefficients for MHF fields at tin nuclei in 

RE intermetallides are independent of the distance between 
their atoms and RE ions closest to them. 

The ratios - b /a  for MHF fields at tin nuclei are - 1.5 
times greater than for fields on zinc nuclei in RZn com- 
pounds, but they are approximately the same as for fields at 
aluminum nuclei in RAI, compounds.' Our coefficients for 
MHF fields in RA1, intermetallides (see Table 11) are some- 
what different from those calculated in Ref. 3, since we em- 
ployed the values given in Ref. 14 for the projections of the 
moments of the RE ions; this is important for representing 
data for compounds with neodymium and praseodymium. 

We thank N. N. Delyagin for a discussion of this work 
and for remarks. 
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